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SUMMARY

A continuous-time (CT) ΣΔ modulator for sensing and direct analog-to-digital conversion of nA-range
(subthreshold) currents is presented in this work. The presented modulator uses a subthreshold technique
based on subthreshold source-coupled logic cells to efficiently convert subthreshold current to digital code
without performing current-to-voltage conversion. As a benefit of this technique, the current-sensing CT ΣΔ
modulator operates at low voltage and consumes very low power, which makes it convenient for low-power
and low-voltage current-mode sensor interfaces. The prototype design is implemented in a 0.18μm
standard complementary metal-oxide semiconductor technology. The modulator operates with a supply
voltage of 0.8V and consumes 5.43μW of power at the maximum bandwidth of 20 kHz. The obtainable
current-sensing resolution ranges from effective number of bits (ENOB) = 7.1 bits at a 5 kHz bandwidth to
ENOB= 6.5 bits at a 20 kHz bandwidth (ENOB). The obtained power efficiency (peak FoM=1.5 pJ/conv)
outperforms existing current-mode analog-to-digital converter designs and is comparable with the
voltage-mode CT ΣΔ modulators. The modulator generates very low levels of switching noise thanks to
CT operation and subthreshold current-mode circuits that draw a constant subthreshold current from the
voltage supply. The presented modulator is used as a readout interface for sensors with current-mode output
in ultra low-power conditions and is also suitable to perform on-chip current measurements in power
management circuits. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many state-of-the-art IC sensors deliver current-mode or charge-packet-based outputs [1–6]. Hence,
current-to-voltage conversion is necessary in order to utilize voltage-mode analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) (except in [6] where a current input ADC is used). Current-to-voltage conversion
is usually performed by integrating the current output on an on-chip (integrated) capacitor, because
on-chip high-value resistors are nonlinear, occupy large area, and introduce high thermal noise.
However, property which is in common to many complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) integrated sensors (such as sensors [1–6], all CMOS integrated photodiodes [7], and
biosensors [8]), relates to the very small sensor’s output current level (pA–nA range). Hence,
even when integrated on a CMOS integrated capacitor (typically fF–pF range), the integration time
can be significant and consequently limit the achievable bandwidth. In addition, integrated capacitors
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(such as MOS-capacitors or PN-junction parasitic capacitances) have variable capacitance values that
depend on the capacitor voltage [9], causing nonlinearity of the response. In that case, a possible
solution consists of implementing active integrated transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs) with high
transimpedance-gain (in Giga-Ω range). Nevertheless, implementing a low-power low-voltage linear
active high-gain TIAs is a challenging task. Even at high supply voltages, if fairly linear, state-of-the-
art integrated TIAs (e.g., [10, 11]) consume a relatively high amount of power. Thus, even extremely
efficient voltage-mode low-power ADCs [12, 13] in the following stage can not compensate for the
power inefficiency introduced by the active TIA.

Sensing and direct analog-to-digital conversion of nA-range (subthreshold) currents provide an
efficient solution for such sensor interfaces. This work proposes a modulator that can successfully
fulfill these tasks while maintaining a few μW-range low-power operation. Moreover, minimizing
the voltage supply noise and substrate noise by limiting the switching activity of the surrounding
circuits is crucial to support noise-sensitive front-end circuits. Power-efficient discrete-time
modulators [14] are typically based on switched-capacitor circuits and generate supply current
spikes because of high switching activity. Continuous-time (CT) operation minimizes the spikes in
supply current (small dI/dt) and results in low-noise generation. This work focuses on the design of
a CT subthreshold current-mode modulator, designed to obtain low supply and substrate noise
generation.

Current-mode circuits suffer from the limited accuracy of the current transfer, which limits their
final performance. Consequently, very few designs that are comparable with this work have been
proposed in literature. Current-mode pipeline ADCs were presented in [15] and [16]. Furthermore, a
successive-approximation ADC with current-mode comparator was presented in [17]. Current mode
has also been used by folding and interpolating ADCs in the current interpolation stage [18–20]. A
CT ΣΔ modulator with current-mode feedback is presented in [21]. Current mode is also used to
implement switched-current memory cells and differential current comparators in a low-power
switched-current ΣΔ ADC [22]. Another integrated current-mode ΣΔ ADC for motor-drive
applications is presented in [23]. In [24], a high-speed pipelined ADC is designed using current-
mode sample-and-hold and pipeline stages.

The presented modulator is used as a readout interface for sensors at low-power and low-voltage
conditions. Moreover, it can find an efficient usage in power monitoring schemes such as [25],
which would take benefit of sensing small (divided and copied) replicas of the supply currents in the
digital domain at low-power costs.
2. SUBTHRESHOLD CURRENT-SENSING ΣΔ MODULATOR

The proposed current-sensing modulator follows a first-order ΣΔ architecture with a quantizer based on
subthreshold source-coupled logic (STSCL) cells forming a ring oscillator. A top-level diagram of the
modulator is shown in Figure 1. In order to simplify the testing procedure and allow better input
control, the input current is generated on-chip by converting the input voltage. The input current is
combined with the reference currents and the analog-to-digital converter (DAC) output currents and
delivered to the differential current-mode low-pass filter (Section 4) operating in subthreshold mode.
Figure 1. Top-level circuit diagram of the current sensing modulator.
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The filter output provides the control current for the ring-oscillator (RO) replica-biasing (RB) circuit. The
RB circuit generates the tail current of the differential STSCL inverters within the RO (Section 3). The RO
outputs are used as inputs to the phase-to-frequency converter, which performs a first-order differentiation
of the phase in the digital domain ([26]). The phase-to-frequency converter outputs are passed to the
thermometer-coded differential current-mode DAC, which generates the feedback currents. The first-
order ΣΔ loop in Figure 1 results in second-order noise shaping of the modulator, because of additional
(intrinsic) first-order noise shaping property of the ring-oscillator-based quantizer [26].
3. SUBTHRESHOLD CURRENT QUANTIZER

The quantizer is based on an STSCL RO followed by the digital phase-to-frequency converter.
The top-level schematic of the proposed current quantizer is shown in Figure 2, and the detail
schematic of the STSCL RO and the RB circuit is shown in Figure 3. The RB circuit generates the
controlling voltages for the cascoded current mirrors Vn1( and Vn2) and the gates of the bulk-drain
(BD)-connected load devices Vgp (Figures 2 and 3), based on the current-signal input (Isig). The
STSCL inverter output voltage swing (Vsw) is controlled by the RB feedback and fixed to
approximately 300mV by the reference voltage Vref (Vsw =Vdd�Vref; e.g., for a 0.8V supply
voltage, Vref is set to 0.5V). The RB circuit contains a complete dummy STSCL inverter for
improved device matching. The current Isig is copied by the High Compliance Regulated Cascode
(HCRC) current mirror [27] to the corresponding STSCL inverter cells within the (current-
controlled) ring oscillator. The low-swing STSCL voltage outputs of the current-controlled oscillator
(CCO) are converted into full-swing CMOS outputs and delivered to the digital phase-to-frequency
Figure 2. The subthreshold current quantizer based on subthreshold source-coupled logic (STSCL) current-
controlled-oscillator and digital phase-to-frequency converter.

Figure 3. The subthreshold source-coupled logic current-controlled ring oscillator and replica-biasing circuit.
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converter (Figure 2). The digital phase-to-frequency converter measures the frequency of the oscillator
by performing a first-order differentiation (1� z�1) in the digital domain ([26]). If a certain RO inverter
undergoes a transition (l→ 0 or 0→ 1) within one sampling cycle, the output of the corresponding
XOR gate is equal to one. Hence, the summed output represents the total number of inverters within
the ring that have flipped their output value during one sampling cycle. As a result, the final digital
output in Figure 6 is directly proportional to the RO frequency [26]. The XOR outputs are directly
fed to the thermometer-coded DAC in the feedback loop (Section 5).
3.1. Subthreshold source-coupled logic inverter cells

The concept of STSCL for ultra-low power digital gates was introduced in [28]. In this work, STSCL
inverter cells are used to design a RO-based subthreshold current quantizer. Hence, a short review of
STSCL is presented in this section, addressing the most important features in the context of ΣΔ
modulator design.

The schematic of an STSCL cell with dynamically controlled biasing is presented in Figure 4. The
inverter cell is biased with the subthreshold current Iss, which is typically in the nA range, but can be
set as low as 10 pA [28]. The RB circuit allows a dynamic control of the load bias by adjusting the gate
voltage of the P-type metal-oxide semiconductor (PMOS) devices (Vgp). The RB feedback maintains
the output voltage swing constant independently of the changes in the threshold voltage of the load
transistors because of process and temperature variations. Moreover, it maintains the output voltage
swing constant independently of the tail current Iss. Within small design blocks, the transistor MPB
(Figure 4) can be matched very well with the load devices of the logic gates. The effects of global
process and temperature variations are therefore minimized, and only the random device mismatch
remains a dominant cause of load resistance variation. Consequently, the delay of STSCL inverters
only depends on the corresponding tail currents and capacitive load at the inverter output. Because
the nominal values of tail currents are dictated by the current reference circuit, this allows
robustness of the quantizer with respect to temperature and process variations.

The minimum required input voltage swing of a differential pair operated in subthreshold region is
Vsw,min = 4 � n �UT [29], where n is the subthreshold slope factor and UT is the thermal voltage
(UT = kT/q≈ 26 mV at room temperature). This results in Vsw,min≈ 150mV for a standard bulk
process at room temperature. Therefore, the load devices should produce very high resistance values
in order to achieve the desired output voltage swing. Two types of PMOS-based active load devices
can be used in the desired configuration from Figure 4 and achieve resistances in MΩ and GΩ
ranges: BD connected PMOS and bulk-source (BS) connected PMOS (Figure 5).
Figure 4. Subthreshold source-coupled logic (STSCL) inverter cell with dynamically controllable biasing.
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Figure 5. Two different active load configurations.
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Considering a BS-connected PMOS device in weak inversion, the resulting output impedance
is extremely high if Vsd> 4 �UT. However, when utilized in the desired configuration of
Figure 4, the extremely high small-signal output impedance becomes a drawback rather than a
benefit. High output impedance results in a very high two-stage gain, making it extremely hard
to stabilize the RB feedback loop. The BD-connected device has considerably lower small-
signal output impedance. Because the output node is connected to the bulk, the drain voltage
can modulate the depth of the depletion region underneath the gate, therefore modulating the
drain current. The difference between the BS and BD connected load for the minimum size
devices is illustrated in Figure 6(a), considering the 0.18 μm standard CMOS process used in
this work. The gates of both devices are biased such that they approximately provide 200mV
of source-drain voltage at 2 nA drain current. With the assumption that the output swing
requires control within the 100–300mV range, the BD-connected load provides a significantly wider
controllable current range. A small-signal output impedance comparable with the BD-connected
device can be achieved by the BS-connected device (Figure 6(b)) for the minimum size devices.
The absolute current range within the same output voltage swing is similar, and therefore, the
same controllability can be obtained in the feedback loop. However, the BS-connected device
requires higher biasing current for the same output voltage swing, thereby directly increasing the
power consumption.

The difference between the BD and BS connected load becomes more pronounced using high
device lengths. Because of matching requirements, minimum-length devices can not be used if a
precise inverter delay is needed. For higher length devices, the drain-induced barrier lowering effect
is reduced; the drain voltage can not modulate the drain current, and the small-signal output
impedance becomes very high. This is simulated and shown in Figure 6(c) considering identical BD
and BS connected load device lengths of L= 4μm. The gate biasing of both devices is identical as
applied in Figure 6(a). While the BD-connected device presents an acceptable small-signal impedance
and therefore enables controllable current range, the small-signal impedance of the BS-connected
device is practically infinite. In conclusion, the BD-connected load device is best suitable to the STSCL
configuration in Figure 4.

The source-drain current of the PMOS device in weak inversion is expressed by the Enz–
Krummenacher–Vittoz model [29] as

ISD ¼ I0�e
VBG�VT0

npUT e
VSB
UT � e

VDB
UT

� �
; (1)

with I0 ¼ 2npμCoxU2
TW=Lef f , where np is the PMOS transistor subthreshold slope factor, μ is the

charge-carrier effective mobility, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, W is the physical
PMOS gate width, Leff is the effective gate length, and VT0 is the threshold voltage (nominal value at
room temperature) of the transistor. By setting VBD = 0, and differentiating with respect to VDS, the
small-signal resistance can be expressed as
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Figure 6. Comparison of bulk-drain (BD) versus bulk source (BS) connected load device characteristics: (a)
minimum size devices, same biasing; (b) minimum size devices, same impedance; (c) long devices

(L= 4μm), same biasing.
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rDS ¼ npUT

I0
AVSDe

�VSG�VT0
npUT ; (2)

where for a specific source-drain voltage biasing (output swing), AVSD is constant:

AVSD ¼ np � 1
� �

e
np�1ð ÞVSD
npUT þ e

VDS
npUT

� ��1

: (3)

Thanks to the exponential dependence of rDS on VSG, the resistance can be controlled in a very wide
range by dynamically adjusting the gate voltage Vgp (Figure 4). Nevertheless, this characteristic is
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2015; 43:1597–1614
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balanced by a relatively poor matching of the resistances. Because rDS also has an exponential
dependence on the threshold voltage (VT0, Eq. (2)), the variation of the threshold voltage
significantly varies the rDS value.

The small-signal resistance value is approximately proportional to the inverter delay and therefore
defines the accuracy limit of the RO quantizer. The results of 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations of the
PMOS devices used in this work (W × L= 4 μm×4 μm) are shown in Figure 7. The simulations
were performed for biasing currents Iss = 10 nA (Figure 7(a)) and Iss= 1 nA (Figure 7(b)) at
VSD = 150mV. The devices achieve a relative standard deviation of resistance of approximately
2% in both cases. Thanks to the intrinsic Data Weighted Averaging (DWA) of the RO-based
quantizer (Section 3.4), this level of random mismatch enables up 8 bits of quantizer resolution.

Increasing the width of the load device for better resistance matching is limited by the forward-
biased source-bulk diode of the BD-connected device. The effect of the source-bulk diode can be
observed in Figure 6(c). With the increase of the load device width, the junction diode area
increases and the overall resistance of the load decreases. Therefore, the source-bulk diode limits the
width of the device for the specified desired output voltage swing. Increasing the length of the load
device improves the matching while equally decreasing the power consumption and the bandwidth
of the quantizer, therefore maintaining a constant power efficiency.
3.2. High compliance regulated cascode current mirror in subthreshold mode

A HCRC current mirror [27] operated in weak inversion is used to increase the output impedance and
allow low-voltage and low-noise operation. When an HCRC operates in strong inversion as in [27],
transistors M1, M2, M3, and M4 (Figure 3) are sized with identical W/L ratios, which results in
triode region operation of transistors M1 and M2. In the general case (and in [27]), a high-gain
operational amplifier can be used in the regulation loop (in place of the Operational
Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) in Figure 3, which is used in this design), in order to compensate
for the low output impedance of M1 and M2. As a result, the output voltage can be extremely low
(Vout,min≈ 50 mV), while the small-signal output resistance is boosted and given by
Figure 7. Bulk-drain (BD)-connected load resistance matching: (a) at Iss= 10 nA and VSD = 150mV; (b) at
Iss= 1 nA and VSD = 150mV.
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rout ¼
A�gm;M4

gds;M4�gds;M2
; (4)

where A is the amplifier gain, and gm,Mj and gds,Mj are the transconductance and output conductance of
transistor Mj, respectively ( j∈ [2, 4]).

Equation (4) still holds in weak inversion. However, because of low-power constraints, a high-
gain operational amplifier in the regulation loop can not be implemented in this design. Instead,
an operational low-gain and low-power transconductance amplifier operated in weak inversion is
used (OTA in Figure 3). Moreover, because of a very low drain current, the transconductance of
the device M4 (gm,M4) is significantly reduced compared with the observed transconductance
when the device is operated in strong inversion with large drain current (as in [27]). Hence,
the regulating loop does not have sufficient gain to effectively compensate the low output
impedance of transistors M1 and M2 if the devices enter the linear region of weak inversion.
Therefore, the drain voltages of the devices M1 and M2 can not be allowed to decrease below
4 �UT, which would result in the linear region operation and low output impedance.
Consequently, the devices M1 through M4 have to be sized such that Vgs,M1 and Vgs,M2 are at
least 4UT higher than Vgs,M3 and Vgs,M4, simultaneously considering that increasing the length
of M1 and M2 limits the bandwidth of the current mirror. As an example, the W/L of M1, M2
is set to 2 μm/5 μm while the W/L for M3, M4 is set to 5 μm/2 μm in order to satisfy the
requirements in the final design. The sizes of the RO inverters’ tail bias transistors are set
accordingly.

3.3. Ring oscillator

The nominal delay of each individual STSCL inverter can be expressed as

td ¼ VswCL

Isig
� ln 2; (5)

where Vsw is the output voltage swing controlled by the replica bias feedback (Figure 3), CL is the
output load capacitance, and Isig is the signal current. The oscillation period is Tosc= 2Ntd resulting
in a linear CCO with the current-to-frequency conversion curve defined by

f osc ¼
1

2NVswCLln 2
Isig: (6)

As a result, the quantizer can achieve high linearity over a wide range of input currents. Simulation
results show that the total harmonic distortion of less than �60 dB is achievable over three decades of
the input current (from 100 pA to 100 nA). In [30], a simplified and lower frequency version of the
standalone quantizer was tested confirming the wide input current range. The measured distortion
level in [30] is mainly limited by low performance current mirrors.

3.4. Oscillator delay matching and data weighted averaging

Based on expression (5), the inverter delay mismatch depends on current-mirror matching (Isig,
Section 3.2), resistance matching (Vsw—Section 3.1), and capacitance matching (CL). In addition
to random capacitor mismatch, a significant systematic mismatch may appear in the load
capacitance if the interconnections are not matched. For instance, if the output of the last inverter
in an array (ring) is connected to the input of the first inverter, a long interconnection metal line
with a significantly higher parasitic capacitance than the rest of the ring interconnections is
required. To balance and match the parasitic capacitances of the inverter interconnections,
the physical metal lines need to be exact replicas with respect to each other. Consequently,
the RO inverters are connected as illustrated in Figure 8 to achieve high interconnection
matching. Moreover, to further reduce the influence of parasitics and additionally linearize the
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2015; 43:1597–1614
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Figure 8. Inverter connections within the ring oscillator.
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current-to-frequency response, 100fF metal insulator metal capacitors are used as a dominant
inverter load. The capacitors are isolated from the dummy metal patterns by matched metal
stripes to increase the control over the load capacitance value (Figure 9).

The implicit DWA reduces the effect of delay mismatch by barrel shifting the inverters undergoing
an output transition in each sampling period. Averaging takes effect over a large number of samples
and randomizes the error. After p samples, where p=OSR (over-sampling ratio), the Nyquist
equivalent relative error is

eavg ¼ 1
Ts�OSR

XS
i¼1

Δtd;i; (7)

where Δtd,i is the absolute delay error because of mismatch of the i-th inverter undergoing a transition,
Ts is the sampling rate and S is the total number of transitions during OSR � Ts. The number of
transitions in each sampling cycle is equal to the digital output dj. An average value of dj after
OSR � Ts can be considered as a Nyquist equivalent of the digital amplitude (as obtained after the
decimation filter). Hence, the average number of transitions during each sampling cycle is

d≈
1

OSR

XOSR
j¼1

dj: (8)
Figure 9. Six subthreshold source-coupled logic (STSCL) inverters in the ring oscillator: (a) mask layout; (b)
die micrograph.
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Therefore, on average, the sampling period is expressed as Ts ¼ d�td , while the total number of
transitions is S ¼ d�OSR. If the full ring undergoes k transitions during OSR � Ts, then OSR�d ¼ k�N þ
m, where m is the residual number of transitions (m<N). When a transition has propagated across the
full ring, the absolute mismatch error is constant and equal to the sum of absolute errors of all N
inverters. Hence, the error becomes fully correlated, and the amplitude instead of the variance must
be summed. The variance of the relative error due to delay mismatch (7) is then given as

Var eavg
� � ¼ 1

d2�t2d�OSR2
k2Var

XN
i¼1

Δtd;i

 !
þ Var

Xm
i¼1

Δtd;i

 !" #
; (9)

which after substituting m ¼ αN 0 < α < 1ð Þ becomes

Var eavg
� � ¼ k2 þ α

k þ αð Þ2 �
σ2Δtd
N

: (10)

For a small number of inverters N, k becomes significantly larger than α, hence

σeavg≈
σΔtdffiffiffiffi
N

p : (11)

In the considered design, a large number of inverters is not possible because increasing N linearly
increases the power consumption of the ring. The number of inverters in the ring is set to N= 13,
which satisfies the power consumption limit and the target resolution. It should be noted that the
error randomized by the DWA is further additionally filtered by noise shaping. Hence, the resulting
standard deviation in the base band is actually lower than given by (11), but still proportional to
1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
.

3.5. Ring oscillator jitter

The RO jitter can become a significant source of quantizer noise at extremely low tail-current levels.
The jitter standard deviation in the RO is shown to increase with the square root of the measurement
time [31]:

σj ¼ κ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΔT

p
; (12)

where κ is a proportionality constant, which depends on the circuit topology and parameters. For
differential ROs, it was shown [32] that

κ ≥

ffiffiffiffiffi
8
3η

s
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N� kT

P
� VDD

Vchar
þ VDD

RLIss

	 
s
; (13)

where η is the ratio between the inverter rise/fall time and delay, N is the number of inverters, k is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the junction temperature, P is the total power of the RO, and Vchar≈Vsw/2 for
subthreshold operation. In case of the proposed RO, RL =Vsw/Iss, Vsw≈ 12 �UT, and P≈N �VDD � Iss,
which yields

κ ≥

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2q
3ηIss

s
; (14)

where q is the elementary charge. The RO jitter is subjected to the same noise transfer function as the
quantization noise, because they are both generated by the quantizer. Therefore, RO jitter is first-order
shaped by the quantizer [26]. Consequently, the worst-case jitter is σj ¼ κ� ffiffiffiffiffiTs

p
during a single

sampling period. Considering a tail current of approximately 100 nA and 1MHz sampling rate,
expression (12) yields σj≈ 1.2 ns. Because the nominal delay (quantization level) is higher than
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2015; 43:1597–1614
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200–250 ns, and with the additional shaping generated by the ΣΔ loop, the quantizer provides
satisfying results. In addition, flicker noise is not an important issue for the RO-based quantizer
(and this design in general) despite the subthreshold operation. All the transistors in the signal path
are relatively large because of the matching requirements imposed by the current-mode operation
(typically several micrometer in both length and width). Because the metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistor transistor flicker noise power is inversely proportional to transistor dimensions
(proportional to 1/(W � L)), the effect of flicker noise is practically negligible.
4. CURRENT-MODE LOW-PASS FILTER

The translinear circuit technique is convenient for designing CT analog processing circuits under low
supply voltage conditions [33]. The low-pass filter implemented in this design is based on the
translinear companding integrator originally designed in bipolar technology [34]. The class AB
differential companding integrator presented in [34] is implemented using subthreshold MOS
devices and complemented with a single-ended output stage (Figure 10). The filter output node is
directly connected to the input of the replica bias (replacing of Isig in Figure 3).

The filter operates using two translinear loops in differential mode (loops:M1–M2–M3–M4 andM1′–
M2′–M3′–M4′). Following the circuit analysis in [33] and [34], and using I0 ¼ 2nnμCoxU2

TW=L yields

iM1

W=Lð Þ1
� iM2

W=Lð Þ2
¼ iM3

W=Lð Þ3
� iM4

W=Lð Þ4
: (15)

Hence, considering the positive differential side (Figure 10) yields

iþin
W=Lð Þ3

� Ib
W=Lð Þ4

¼ i�out þ C dV
dt

W=Lð Þ2
� iþout
W=Lð Þ1

; (16)

where Ib= iM4 is the biasing current from the PMOS current source. Equivalently, considering the
negative side (loop: M1–M2–M3–M4) yields the following expression:

i�in
W=Lð Þ3′

� Ib
W=Lð Þ4′

¼ iþout þ C dV
dt

W=Lð Þ2′
� i�out
W=Lð Þ1′

; (17)

where Ib ¼ iM4’ ¼ iM4 . The transistors Mj and Mj′ are matched for every j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}; hence,
subtracting (17) from (16) and integrating yields

iþout � i�out ¼
K�Ib

nn�UT �C ∫
t

�∞ iþin � i�in
� �

dt; (18)

where K= (W/L)3 � (W/L)4/[(W/L)1 � (W/L)2].
Figure 10. The companding current-mode low-pass filter.
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The circuit in Figure 10 acts as an ideal integrator only if MOS transistor output impedance is
infinitely large and gm,M1, gm;M1’ , gm,M2, and gm;M2’ are exactly equal. However, limited output
impedance and other parasitic effects limit the achievable gain and the positioning of the dominant
pole. The frequency response of the filter is shown in Figure 11. The translinear loop requires an
exponential dependence between the drain current and gate-source voltage of the metal-oxide-
semiconductor field-effect transistor devices. Therefore, for an optimal filter response, it is very
important to keep the translinear loop transistors in weak inversion. Hence, the translinear loop
transistors should be biased such that they are deeply in weak inversion to compensate for any
possible threshold voltage decrease due to temperature or process variations. For the technology
process used in this work, a reasonable margin that ensures proper operation of the filter at 125 °C
in fast-N-type metal-oxide semiconductor (NMOS) (low threshold) process corner is obtained by a
gate-source biasing of 150mV below the threshold voltage.
5. CURRENT-MODE DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER

The outputs of the XOR gates within the phase-to-frequency converter (Figure 2) are provided to
the thermometer-coded differential current-mode DAC. The input of the DAC is single-ended
because the phase-to-frequency converter operates based on (single-ended) CMOS logic. A
complete schematic of the DAC is shown in Figure 12 (the number of unit elements is N = 13).
Each unit-element DAC consists of two cascoded PMOS devices in which the upper device has a
higher threshold voltage. This results in higher drain-source voltage of the upper PMOS and
hence better current matching between the unit elements. The single-ended DAC output current
is converted to a differential signal using ordinary current mirrors (Figure 12). This conversion is
necessary because the output of the DAC is used as the input of the low-pass filter, which
Figure 11. The low-pass filter frequency response.

Figure 12. Thermometer-coded current-mode digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
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operates in differential mode. The subthreshold current-mode filter needs differential operation to
overcome the limitation of the single-ended subthreshold current-mode filter, which would be
extremely sensitive to process and temperature variations. Finally, the mismatch between iþdac and
i�dac due to current copying in the output stage was shown to add an acceptable level of distortion
for the target resolution.
6. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A prototype of the current-sensing modulator (shown in Figure 1) is implemented in a conventional
0.18μm CMOS process. A micrograph of the fabricated chip is shown in Figure 13. Two identical
modulators are placed on the same die and can be used in parallel operating in a pseudo-differential
mode. The active silicon area of a single modulator core is 610μm×210μm. The complete
modulator occupies an area of 610μm×365μm including the current references and the input
transconductance stage. The modulator achieves 20 kHz of bandwidth while consuming 5.43μW of
power operating at a 0.8V supply voltage. Most of the power is consumed by the quantizer
(PROQ = 2.95 uW) and the DAC (PDAC = 1.85μW). The remaining power of 630 nW is consumed by
the current-mode low-pass filter. The current references and the input transconductance stage are
connected to a separate power supply, and their power consumption is not included in the presented
5.43μW of total power. The peak measured signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) is equal to
44.5 dB at a 5 kHz bandwidth, and 40.89 dB at a 20 kHz bandwidth using a 1 kHz input signal and
1MHz sampling rate.

The input transconductance stage consists of a 10μS transconductance followed by a 1:140 current
divider. The full-scale (FS) voltage input amplitude used is 800mV, which translates into an
approximate modulator input current amplitude of 57 nA. The current input range of the modulator
is 0–280 nA, and the effective measured range is 130–250 nA. According to simulations, the
maximum SNDR of the modulator is typically achieved at approximately �12 dBFS of the current
FS amplitude (47 nA); hence, the transconductance stage was designed to target this amplitude
range. In the following, we refer to FS as the input pad (voltage) FS.

A fast Fourier transform of the output signal is shown in Figure 14 for a 1 kHz (1003.26Hz)
input signal and 1MHz sampling rate at �6 dBFS. The second-order noise shaping can be
Figure 13. Die micrograph.
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Figure 14. Output fast Fourier transform spectrum normalized to full scale with 1 kHz input signal and
1MHz sampling rate.
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observed within the 40–100 kHz range. The flat spectrum below 40 kHz is mainly a consequence
of the lossy current-mode integrator (filter) in the ΣΔ loop. The high-frequency noise feature
observed in the 200 kHz to 300 kHz range (around Fs/4) is common for voltage-controlled
oscillator and CCO-based quantizers and is mainly caused by the mismatch between rising and
falling edges of the quantizer [26]. A fixed-frequency noise skirt centered around 8 kHz
originates from the measurement setup; however, the exact origin is not experimentally
confirmed. An output signal spectrum is shown in Figure 15 for a 5 kHz (4985.81Hz) input
signal and 1MHz sampling rate at �6 dBFS. The noise skirt remains centered at an approximate
frequency of 8 kHz.

The measured signal-to-noise ratio and SNDR versus the voltage input signal amplitude for a single
modulator (single-ended mode) is shown in Figure 16 for a 1 kHz input signal in the 20 kHz
bandwidth. Because the FS current range is not measured, the steep decline in the measured SNDR
is mainly caused by the input transconductance stage. The maximum measured SNDR is 40.5 dB,
which translates into an ENOB of 6.5 at a 20 kHz bandwidth and 44.5 dB at a 5 kHz (ENOB=7.1).
The summary of the modulator performance is given in Table I. The converter efficiency (Figure of
Merit) is defined as FoM=Power/(2�BW � 2ENOB).

Two separate on-chip modulators can operate in pseudo-differential mode. The even-order
distortion and 8 kHz noise skirt cancel out, and typically, an SNDR improvement of 3 dB is
Figure 15. Output fast Fourier transform spectrum normalized to full scale with 5 kHz signal and 1MHz
sampling rate.
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Figure 16. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) versus input ampli-
tude (single-ended) at 1 kHz input frequency and 20 kHz bandwidth.

Table I. Performance summary.

Specification Value

Input range (chip) 0–1.6V
Input range (modulator) 0–280 nA
Sampling frequency 1MHz
Input bandwidth 5 kHz/20 kHz
Peak SNDR 44.5 dB/40.5 dB
Peak SNR 46 dB/42 dB
Power consumption 5.43μW
Peak efficiency (FoM) 1.5 pJ/conv
Core area 610μm×210μm
Total area 610μm×365μm
Technology 0.18μm Standard CMOS

CMOS= complementary metal-oxide semiconductor; SNR= signal-to-noise ratio;
SNDR, signal-to-noise and distortion ratio.

Figure 17. Pseudo-differential output fast Fourier transform spectrum normalized to FS with 1 kHz
input signal.
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Table II. Comparison with current-mode analog-to-digital converters.

Topology
Process
(μm)

Supply
(V) ENOB Bandwidth Power

Efficiency
[pJ/conv]

[15] ISSCC 2002 Pipeline 0.35 3.3 7 2GHz 4.6W 8.9
[16] CICC 2007 Pipeline 0.25 2 7 10MHz 60mW 23
[24] IMWS-IRFPT 2011 Pipeline 0.09 1.2 5 250MHz 52.8mW 3.2
[17] JSSC 2000 SAR 1.2 1 7.9 25 kHz 340μW 26.5
[18] JSSC 2000 Folding 0.35 1 6 25 kHz 10mW 3.12
[19] JSSC 2003 Folding 0.35 3.3 7 60MHz 200mW 13
[21] ESSCIRC 2003 ΣΔ 0.5 1.5 10 25 kHz 250μW 4.9
[22] TCAS-I 2006 ΣΔ 0.18 0.8 7.5 5 kHz 180μW 70
[23] TPE 2012 ΣΔ 0.35 3.3 11.7 10 kHz 12.1mW 182
This work ΣΔ 0.18 0.8 6.5–7.1 20 kHz 5.43μW 1.5

ENOB= effective number of bits; SAR=Successive-Approximation Register.

Table III. Comparison with voltage-mode continuous-time ΣΔ analog-to-digital converters.

Process (nm) Supply (V) ENOB BW Power Efficiency [pJ/conv]

[26] JSSC 2008 130 1.2 11.7 10MHz 40mW 0.61
[35] JSSC 2011 65 1.2 10 20MHz 10.5mW 0.32
[36] JSSC 2010 110 1.1 10 10MHz 5.32mW 0.24
[37] JSSC 2009 90 1.2 10 1.92MHz 5mW 1.27
[38] JSSC 2005 130 1.5 11.7 2MHz 3mW 0.22
[39] JSSC 2003 180 1.8 10 2.5MHz 2.2mW 0.43
[40] ISSCC 2004 130 0.9 8.16 1.92MHz 1.5mW 1.36
[41] ISSCC 2004 180 1.8 9.6 1MHz 1.15mW 0.74
This Work 180 0.8 6.5–7.1 20 kHz 5.43μW 1.5
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observed. Figure 17 shows the output spectrum of the pseudo-differential mode for 1 kHz input
signal. The maximum measured SNDR in the differential mode is 43.6 dB (ENOB= 7) at 20 kHz
and 47.5 dB at 5 kHz bandwidth (ENOB= 7.6). Nevertheless, the power consumption is doubled in
the pseudo-differential mode degrading the overall power efficiency (FoM= 2.12 pJ/conv).

The presented current-sensing modulator outperforms all existing ADCs implementing current-
mode operation (Table II) in terms of power efficiency. Moreover, the power efficiency is
comparable with the conventional voltage-mode CT ΣΔ modulators (Table III). For ultra low-power
applications where current sensing is necessary, this modulator represents an optimal alternative to
voltage input ADCs, because active current-to-voltage conversion would require significant power,
substantially reducing the efficiency of the voltage converters.
7. CONCLUSION

A subthreshold current-to-digital CT ΣΔ modulator capable of sensing nA-range subthreshold currents
is presented in this work. The micro-watt power conversion technique is based on STSCL cells and
enables the modulator to perform direct current-to-digital conversion without using any current-to-
voltage conversion stage. Based on this technique, the subthreshold current-sensing modulator
prototype is designed and analyzed in detail. The measured prototype achieves a current
quantization of ENOB= 6.5 (ENOB= 6.8 in pseudo-differential mode) at a 20 kHz and ENOB= 7.1
(ENOB= 7.4 in pseudo-differential) at 5 kHz bandwidth. The sampling rate of the converter is
1MHz, and the power consumption is 5.43μW while operating at 0.8 V supply voltage. The power
efficiency of the presented modulator outperforms all previously reported current-mode designs and
is comparable with many voltage-mode CT ΣΔ modulators.
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The modulator is primarily intended for sensors with current-mode outputs operating in ultra low-
power conditions where both passive and active current-to-voltage conversions are ineffective.
Extremely low switching noise mainly owing to static subthreshold current consumption makes it
very attractive for low-noise front-end circuits and interfaces. Thanks to micro-watt power operation,
the presented current-sensing modulator can also be used for on-chip current measurements in
power management units.

The presented technique is scalable and would benefit from newer nanometer CMOS technology
nodes. Increased matching would enable higher bandwidth or higher precision for the same size
devices. The achievable bandwidth is mainly limited by the capacitive load of the STSCL inverters,
which can be optimized and reduced. Moreover, the size of RO transistors may be optimized to
increase bandwidth or decrease the power consumption. The resolution (SNDR) of this prototype is
limited by nonlinearity, which originates from different sources including the low-pass filter, DAC,
and on-chip transconductance stage (which is only implemented for measurement purposes). The
nonlinearities introduced by each source combine, which eventually limits the overall SNDR.
Additional optimizations of both the low-pass filter and DAC in order to linearize the response and
limit the distortion of the signal are possible. Implementing a fully-differential topology would
further improve the performance of the presented prototype. Future work will also include using
digitally assisted and digitally calibrated circuits to limit the nonlinearity and improve the resolution.
Therefore, digital calibration can additionally boost the performance of the presented subthreshold
current-sensing technique.
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